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Focus on
s ustainability!
First, I would like to thank all our
customers and business partners
for a successful 2018. Demand for
our products and services continues to grow, which I interpret to
mean that we have an interesting
and competitive offering on the
market. If there is something you
feel is lacking in our product portfolio, you are always welcome to tell
our sales team.
Something I am being increasingly reminded of, both at home and at
work, is a greater focus on sustainability. This can involve everything
from sorting rubbish at home and
taking reusable bags to the grocery
store, to how we use resources
when we make our products and
how we take care of our employees.
Our products and services are
often used to make processes more
efficient, which leads to the more
efficient use of our shared resources. I am therefore particularly
pleased to present in this issue an
article about NIBE, which is constantly working on products for the
more efficient use of energy.
Within our organisation, we have
also begun a project led by our new
Quality and Environmental Systems
Manager, Josefin Knutsson, which
aims to fully integrate environmental aspects into all aspects of our
business. Our intention is that our
sustainability goals and associated
activities will lead to a reduced
environmental impact and a better
world in which to live.
Happy reading!
Rikard Larsson
Managing Director

CLOSE TOLERANCES LEAD
TO BIG ENERGY SAVINGS
Reducing energy consumption is a key part of responding to the
challenge of climate change. NIBE is already accomplishing this
with the heat pumps it makes. But further development involves
working with small margins.
NIBE has been manufacturing heat
pumps for over 30 years. Development
is done in the small Swedish town of
Markaryd, where the company also
manufactures its ground-source and airsource heat pumps. The most e
 fficient
models produce just over five times
more heat than the electricity they use.
A heat pump functions by extracting
energy from the air or from water flowing through a loop of tubing that runs
horizontally and shallowly underground
or vertically down a deep borehole. In
the case of the borehole, the temperature difference between the incoming
and outgoing water is about three
degrees Celsius.
“Three degrees is the same amount
of energy whether the starting temperature is 10 or 100 °C,” explains Mikael
(“Mille”) Nilsson, laboratory manager
with responsibility for prototypes and
maintenance.
After more than three decades of
development, modern heat pumps are
extracting much of the potential energy
available. With a COP of over 5 (coefficient of performance is the technical
term for how much energy the heat

pump produces relative to the energy it
uses), the margins for further advances
are becoming increasingly small.
This is why NIBE is one of S
 weden’s
more demanding measurers of temperature. Every sensor is calibrated
regularly and only ones with close
tolerances are used. In the case of
Pt100s this means 1/5 class A and for
thermocouples it means type T.
It is also important how the sensors
are placed when taking the measurements and how the uncertainty is
calculated across the entire measurement system. Mille was one of the first
people to take a course at Pentronic,
25 years ago, and his colleague
Åse Torgilsson, who is a calibration
engineer, has also taken the training.

“We must be certain that
we’re measuring in the best
possible way so that we can
keep on driving development,” Åse says.
For this reason, she regularly visits
Pentronic’s website to download test
certificates for the sensors used by

Åse Torgilsson at the building part of the heating system, which, combined with
the climate chambers, makes it possible to test the entire heat pump system
under realistic conditions.

NIBE.
Much of NIBE’s testing is done
under real-life conditions but in one
of its three laboratories so that the
conditions are replicable. The largest
of these labs contains five climate
chambers, where heat pumps can be
tested at various air humidity levels at
temperatures between -25 and +50
°C. At the newest laboratory, both a
climate chamber and a water-borne
heating system for a building have
been c
 onstructed. Here it is possible
to test and optimise the functions
under realistic conditions, with the right
temperature both indoors and out.
“This is necessary so that we can
save even more energy,” Mille says.
The latest stage of development
involves speed-regulated compressors.
Previously, the pumps were dimensioned for 75 percent of the energy
requirement, with the remainder being
supplied by electricity. By controlling
the speed, the heat pumps’ operating
range is increased, which produces
even more savings. NIBE is doing more
fine tuning here too, with the result that
its products are continually becoming
a little more efficient and c
 ontributing
even more to help reduce energy
consumption. After all, the climate
benefits best from kilowatt hours that
are not used and therefore don’t need
to be produced.
A heat pump being tested at
minus 10 °C in one of NIBE’s
laboratories. From left: Pontus
Olausson, Åse Torgilsson, and
Per Bäckström from Pentronic.

The closest tolerances are
necessary, which for thermo
couples means only type T.

TEMPERATURE SEMINAR IN ÖREBRO WITH
A LECTURER FROM SKI TEAM SWEDEN
On 16 January, Pentronic’s
Temperature Seminar and Fair
opened its doors to an enthusiastic crowd. Many participants
from various parts of Sweden
travelled to Örebro despite the
poor weather.
The day began with the fair, where
everything from standard products
to “smart” and Ex-classified sensors
were presented. There were demonstrations of measuring moisture content, non-contact temperature measurement and calibration. After lunch,
Jonas Bertilsson, Sales Engineer and
head of training at Pentronic, gave
a talk about advanced temperature
measurement in Swedish industry and
the importance of correctly installing
temperature sensors.
Following an “energy-rich” c
 offee
break, it was time for waxing m
 anager
Urban Nilsson of the Swedish
national cross-country ski team, Ski
Team Sweden X-Country, to take
over the podium. He was a guest
speaker thanks to the collaboration
with Pentronic that began during the
winter of 2016 in the lead-up to the
Winter Olympics at the start of 2018.
The project involved designing and
building a temperature sensor (a plate
thermocouple) to measure how snow
is affected by the radiant temperature versus the air temperature. The
project is described in more detail in
an article in Pentronic News 2018-1.
The collaboration resulted in Pentronic
becoming an official supplier to the
national ski team.
Urban described the waxing team’s

organisation and how a competition
day is organised, as well as the strict
rules that apply – such as how many
team members are allowed on the
track at the same time while doing
test ski runs prior to the start, and
the limited time they have to take
measurements.
“It’s the small margins that make
the difference, so tests and measurements are important. A time difference
of 3 seconds/km is the difference
between ending up in twelfth or first
place on the podium,” he said.
The final information from the
meteorologist comes 15 to 20 minutes
before the start, so decisions must be
made quickly.

“With the help of the plate thermo
couple combined with the wax, skis
and so on, and thanks to our incredibly strong competitors, Ski Team
Sweden X-Country were able to
win several medals during the 2018
Winter Olympics,” Urban explained.
He concluded by thanking
Pentronic for the collaboration and
support for the team’s development
work.
The day ended with many
questions about the ski team and
their waxing methods, with several
participants jokingly offering tips for
how to “dope” skis.

Above: waxing manager Urban Nilsson of Ski Team Sweden X-Country. Below:
Photos of the seminar and Pentronic’s team for the day together with Urban.

PRODUCT INFORMATION www.pentronic.se
TRANSMITTER PR5332
PT100 4-WIRE MEASUREMENT WITH EXCEPTIONAL MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
Pentronic is expanding its
range of PR products with
a newly launched transmitter that is customised for
Pt100 temperature sensors
with 4-20mA outputs. Model
PR5332 has a 4-wire connection and makes it possible to
perform 4-wire measurement
using most of Pentronic’s
regular-stock Pt100 temperature sensors.

range: -200 to 850 °C), which makes
it highly suitable for pharmaceutical
and medical applications. This costeffective model replaces the popular
PR5331 model. You are welcome

The PR5332 has a configurable
signal output plus exceptional
measurement accuracy, for example ±0.05 °C across the measuring
range of 0-100 °C (max. measuring

to contact your sales engineer at
Pentronic for more information.
As usual, this version of the transmitter can be configured with PR’s
software and associated USB cable,
but Pentronic is happy to configure
to order prior to delivery. The unit
can also measure linear resistance
up to 5 kilohms in addition to all
normal resistance thermometers.
When using a normal Pt100 cable
(AWG24), you would need to
limit the cable length to approx. 25
metres b
 etween the temperature
sensor and the PR5332. The supply
voltage is from 7.2 to 35 DC.
For additional information, contact
Pentronic.

STRAIGHT FROM THE LAB

CORRECT INFORMATION IS IMPORTANT
As an accredited calibration laboratory, it is important for
us to receive the correct information from our c
 ustomers
before we start the c
 alibration process.
ISO 17025 stipulates a n
 umber of requirements for a
contract review before starting a calibration a
 ssignment.
The requirements differ slightly between ISO 17025:2005
and ISO 17025:2018, but overall they amount to the
same thing. Two main requirements recur in both versions, and they are that:
• the requirements are sufficiently well defined, documented and understood
• the laboratory has the ability and resources to meet
the requirements
To ensure that we meet these requirements, we need the
information given in the following points:
Contact information:
• Name, phone number, e-mail
Information about the extent of the calibration:
• If you have already calibrated your equipment with
us, you only need to refer to a previous calibration
certificate, as long as you want the same calibration
extent as before.
• If you are unsure about what extent you need, just
contact us and we will go through your requirements
together and agree on what/how we should calibrate
your particular e
 quipment.
Invoicing information:
• What address shall we send the invoice to?
• An order number or similar, so that the customer’s
finance department knows who ordered the calibration.

Delivery address:
• Where shall we return the e
 quipment to?

Accred. no. 0076
Calibration
ISO/IEC 17025

Our customers can download a form called “Calibration” at
https://pentronic.se/home/about-pentronic/returns.aspx Fill
it in and enclose it with your equipment, and you will have
answered what we need to know so that we can safely and
efficiently perform your calibration.

CAN A THERMOCOUPLE BE USED
AS A FLOW METER?
QUESTION: We have an air intake that
consists of a long pipe with an inner
diameter of 200 mm plus an intake
opening that is covered by a grating.
About 300 mm from the grating, we
measure the temperature at the centre
of the pipe with a sheathed thermocouple that has a diameter of 4 mm.
When our machinery is operating, the
pipe is heated up and after an hour or
so it has a temperature of about 50 °C.
The air flow in the pipe is about 600 m3
per hour but for a half hour or so it can
be 500 or 700 m3 per hour. It seems
as if the thermocouple’s temperature
changes slightly when the air flow
changes. The outdoor temperature remains the same. Is there any technical
explanation for this small temperature
change or is it a coincidence?
				Kevin O

					
ANSWER: The air flow is constant for
lengthy periods of time and we can
therefore content ourselves with
regarding this as a stationary process

in which the air flow velocity inside the
pipe is constant. The outdoor temperature is constant and we assume
that the thermocouple is calibrated
and correctly installed. If the pipe has
the same temperature as the air that
has been taken in, the thermocouple
will measure the air temperature. In
this case, the air flow velocity has no
influence on the temperature being
measured.
We now assume that the pipe has
a higher temperature than the air in
the air intake. The temperature being
measured by the thermocouple will
now be influenced partly by radiation
from the hot pipe wall to the thermocouple, and partly by thermal conduction inside the thermocouple resulting
from its attachment to the hot pipe. As
a result of the radiation and thermal
conduction from the pipe, the thermocouple’s temperature will be higher
than the air temperature, and heat will
be transfered to the air via convection.
When the heat flow to the thermocou-

QUESTION

ANSWER

Questions should be of general interest
and be about temperature measurement
techniques and/or heat transfer.

ple becomes equal to the heat flow
from the thermocouple, an equilibrium
occurs and thereby an equilibrium
temperature is reached.
We assume now that the pipe and
the grating have a constant temperature, Tpipe, the air temperature is Tair
and the thermocouple’s temperature
Tmeas. All temperatures must be given
in Kelvin. We now disregard the heat
flow via conduction to the thermocouple and assume that it has a constant
temperature. The heat flow Q W from
the thermocouple to the air can be
written as
Q = A h (Tmeas − Τair) = ε σ A (Tpipe4 –
Tmeas4)
where A is the thermocouple’s heat
transferring area in m2, h the convective
heat transfer coefficient in W/(m2K), ε
the resulting emission coefficient and
σ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
5.67 10-8 W/(m2K4).
The thermocouple’s temperature (the equilibrium temperature) is
somewhat higher than the air temperature but it is lower than the pipe
wall temperature. If the air flow and
thereby the air flow velocity increases,
the convective heat transfer coefficient h between the thermocouple
and the air will increase. This means
that the thermocouple’s temperature
will decrease somewhat. If the air flow
decreases, the heat transfer coefficient will decrease, which means that
the thermocouple’s temperature will
increase somewhat.
When the pipe and the air have
different temperatures, the measured
temperature is affected by the air flow.
The thermocouple becomes a type
of flow meter. Unfortunately, given
the low temperatures involved in this
case, the temperature change will
be very small, 0.1 – 0.2 °C. There are
also many other error sources, which
means the measurement result can
be very difficult to interpret. See also
www.pentronic.se > News > Technical
information > Properties and sources
of error by thermocouples > 2019-1
p6 Read more.
If you have questions or
comments, contact Professor Emeritus
Dan Loyd, LiU, dan.loyd@liu.se

SPLICE YOUR THERMOCOUPLE
WITH THE RIGHT CABLE
– OR CALCULATE THE ERROR
Thermocouple users sometimes question the benefit of
using an extension cable or
compensation cable. The answer is that you should always
use the correct thermocouple
material all the way from the
probe tip to the instrumentation. That way you protect
yourself against unnecessary
measurement errors.
Thermocouples differ from many other
types of sensors in that their measurement signal is produced along
the entire length of the thermocouple
material from the measuring junction
to the reference junction, where the
connection to a screw terminal or other
connector occurs. The signal’s size depends on the sensitivity and temperature difference between the end points.
This means that the properties of the
splicing cable can be very important.
See Figure 1 on the next page.
In Case A, there is a significant temperature difference along the splicing
cable. If the cable consists of identical
wires, e.g. of copper, then there is no
sensitivity and the Seebeck coefficient
is zero. Then the voltmeter only registers the signal from the thermocouple,
which in this case comprises one-third
of the actual temperature level.
In Case B, the entire temperature

difference lies across the thermocouple itself and the cable has the same
temperature at both ends. In this case,
it does not matter what type of wires
are in the splicing cable. However,
a homogenous temperature cannot
always be guaranteed, so it is safest
to guard against any possible error by
using a splicing cable of the same type
as the thermocouple.
DIFFERENT CABLE TYPES
So-called extension cables are
originally thermocouple materials
that have been reclassified to a lower
temperature range or that could not
withstand high temperatures due to
e.g. the sheathing material. A compensation cable is made of a different
material with a sensitivity that is a
decent match with the thermocouple’s sensitivity at even more limited
temperatures.

To put it simply, the signal from a
thermocouple is the thermocouple’s
sensitivity (the Seebeck coefficient,
which is measured in μV/°C) multiplied
by the temperature difference across
the thermocouple’s end points. We
can equally well divide up the thermocouple into different sections and add
up the products of all the sections.
See Figure 1 on the next page.
With the sensitivities of SK and
S’K for the thermocouple and splicing
cable respectively, the output signal E
becomes:
EDVM = SK (TMeas – TSplice) + S’K (TSplice – TRef) +
SK TRef					(1)

where the final term is compensation
for the temperature of the reference
point. We see that if the sensitivities
SK = S’K are the same for the thermocouple and the splicing cable, then we
obtain the expression
E = SK TMeas or in temperature TMeas = E / SK

You can then measure according to
both Cases A and B, as long as the
splicing cable’s temperature range is
not exceeded.
INCORRECT SPLICING
PRODUCES ERRORS
Unobservant installers sometimes use
a splicing cable for the wrong type of
thermocouple. In Case A, deceptive
measurement errors can then occur.
Let us assume that a type K thermocouple is spliced with a type J cable
with the same polarity. The formula
(1) can then be rewritten to produce
an estimate of the extra measurement
error.
EKJK = [E(TMeas) – E(TSplice)] fromKtable + [E(TSplice)
– E(TRef)] fromJtable + [E(TRef)] fromKtable
(2)

A type K measurement chain with a type
N splicing cable.

The obtained value of EKJK is looked
up in the table for the thermocouple
and translated into degrees C. The
difference in degrees compared to the
measured value gives the extra error
added by the cable.
The tables on the next page give
examples of different temperatures at
the measuring junction and splicing
junction for a type K spliced with J,
and a type N spliced with K respectively. We assume that the reference
junction maintains 20 °C and the
compensation is selected for the
thermocouple. Note that the values
are based on materials that meet the
applicable standards. In practice,
the measurement errors can vary
somewhat.

temperature difference between the end points. This means that the properties of the
splicing cable can be very important. See Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A) Both the thermocouple and the
splicing cable are located in temperatures
higher than the temperature of the room.
The cable’s sensitivity (S’K ) in μV/°C must
be close to that of the thermocouple (SK ) in
order to avoid extra measurement errors. B)
When TSplice and TRef are the same tempera
ture, the splicing cable does not affect the
measurement signal, but does this situation
exist in practice? Usually the temperature
varies according the time and season.

Figure 1. A) Both the thermocouple and the splicing cable are located in
temperatures higher than the temperature of the room. The cable’s sensitivity (S’K) in
V/°C must Table
be example
close1 to that of the thermocouple (SK) in order to avoid extra
measurement errors. B) When TSplice and TRef are the same temperature, the splicing
Type K thermocouple			
JX splicing cable
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cable does not
affect
the measurement
signal,
but doesDVM
thisK situation
exist
in practice?
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Emeas
Tsplice Esplice
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13.6
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2851
2851
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798
798
798
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525
525
525
525

33047
17424
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917.3
517.6
212.3
200

17.3
17.6
12.3
0.0

3650
2585

20
20

In Case A, there is a significant temperature difference along the splicing cable. If the
cable consists
of identical wires, e.g. of copper, then there is no sensitivity and the
Table example 2
Seebeck coefficient is zero. Then the voltmeter only registers the signal from the
Type which
N thermocouple			
KX splicing
cable ofDVM
thermocouple,
in this case comprises
one-third
theN actualPresentation		
temperature level.
1902
1902
1340
525

Meas. error
°C

20
20
20
20

Table example 1. A type K thermocouple spliced with a JX cable. The measurement error is presented for the stated temperatures of the
measuring, splicing, and reference junctions. The table heading is coloured according to the IEC code.
Table example 2. A type N thermocouple spliced with a KX cable. Note that the error is zero if the temperatures of the splicing and reference
junctions are the same (yellow row).

PENTRONIC’S PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Temperature sensors		
Temperature transmitters		
Temperature indicators		
Dataloggers		
Temperature calibration services
Moisture and thickness monitors
GFM Glass flow meters		

Connectors and cables
IR pyrometers
Temperature controllers
Temperature calibration equipment
Training courses in temperature
Flow meters
Electro-optical test systems
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